Dear Fellow Rustics,

8 Jun 96

Greetings from the Emerald Coast. It's raining outside and I have a
reprieve from my landscaping project I've been working on, so this is a good
time to bring you up-to-date on what's happening with our reunion planning. I'm
also getting acquainted with my new computer and Microsoft Word-so bear with me
if you see some of the attached rosters have columns not lined up perfectly,
etc. I'm still "breaking the code" on how to use this system. The good news is
that we should be able to communicate better in the future with this enhanced
capability. I've also hooked up to the "net" and now have an E-mail address
cnewland@gnt.net
REUNION PLANNING MEETING:
A reunion planning weekend was held here on the weekend of the 4 May 96.
Jim and Marcia Reese, and Sy and Ree Gaskill came down from the Atlanta area to
spend the weekend with us. I hadn't seen Sy (who was my roommate at Bien Hoa)
since we had left Vietnam. Jim Lester, who lives here in Mary Esther (just down
the road from Hurlburt Field), also joined us for the planning session. Jim
Lester was the first Rustic commander when the program started operating on a
shoe-string budget out of a two star general's office at Ton Son Nhut Air Base,
Saigon. Jim Reese and Sy pad not seen Jim Lester in over 25 years either, so
needless to say, there was a lot of reminiscing going on throughout the
weekend. Jim Lester's many entertaining stories about how the Rustic operation
got started will make for some interesting reading in our Rustic History. I'm
sure you'll want to hear about them.
Our Saturday schedule included a driving tour of Hurlburt Field, a visit
to the Hurlburt O'Club, lunch at Harpoon Hanna's (a new gulf-front restaurant
with boardwalk, next to the Ramada Inn on Okaloosa Island), a visit of the
Ramada Inn (on the Beach) and a evening dinner with the wives at Nicometo's
Seafood Restaurant in Niceville.
Sunday, Jim Reese got up early and went fishing on a half day fishing
trip with his brother and brother's family, who were also staying at our house
(yes, we had a house full.) Sy, Ree, Tona and I went to church together and
then met the fishing boat as they came in with their catch. The good news is
they caught some fish, but is it's not like it was 25 years ago when you could
count on catching some big red snappers. It's mostly trigger fish, smaller
Mingo snappers and a few groupers. But, it was a beautiful day for fishing and
they had a great time out on the water together. After a short visit to the
Destin Harbor Oaks art gallery, we had lunch at the Fisherman's Wharf
Restaurant and then bade our farewells till our next meeting.
We all agreed we had a great weekend together. The wives got to do some
sight-seeing, there was good fun and fellowship, good food, and we came up with
a reunion date and a tentative reunion schedule of events.
NEXT PLANNING MEETING:
Our next reunion planning meeting will be sometime next spring or early
summer '97 to finalize details. The date will be announced in a future
newsletter so that others who would like to attend can join us. This meeting
will be particularly important because we will try to organize/finalize the
various activities of the reunion so that it's a quality event which will be
enjoyed by wives and Rustics alike.

REUNION DATES: 18-21 SEP 97
After discussing a lot of pros and cons, we selected 18-21 Sep 97 for our
reunion dates. We realize there is no perfect date which will meet everyone’s'
needs, but we've given it our best effort. September is a great time of year to
visit and enjoy the Emerald Coast, so we hope you'll make every effort to clear
your calendar and come join us for this very special weekend. We selected this
date because:
1. It gives us off- season rates which save approx. 200/0 on room rates.
2. Allows us to book a beach-side hotel.
3. The weather is beeeeautiful in late September. Still great beach
weather. September and October are the two most popular months for reunion
groups in this area according to the hotels and the Hurlburt Field Public
Relations office. .
4. There are no big crowds... the tourists have gone home and the
snowbirds haven't arrived yet.
5. Most of our kids are grown and out of the house, or are able to take
care of themselves if mom and dad need to get away for a few days, so it's not
critical to select a summer month-besides, it's quite warm and humid here in
the summer. NOTE: Our reunion is still a family event, so bring the kids if you
can. They'll have a great time around the pool and on the beach.
REUNION SCHEDULE:
The reunion schedule (first draft) is enclosed. Additional comments are
included on the schedule. We would appreciate your comments/suggestions, so
give us your reactions, etc.
RUSTIC ROSTER:
Many thanks to those of you who have helped us locate some of our missing
Rustics. As you can see, a number of additional Rustics have been located since
our initial mailing of28 Mar 96. Your continued help is still needed to find
those who are unaccounted for-let us hear from you if you have any leads, or
better yet, see if you can take the lead in trying to find some of those who
you may have some information on. I think the Air Force Worldwide Locator will
only be of further use if we can come up with more complete names, or perhaps
social security numbers, etc., so send those to me and I'll keep working with
the
A.F. Locator.
We still haven't located any of our Cambodian friends who were fortunate
enough to relocate to the U.S. George Brower thinks Col Oum (Hotel 302)
purchased a Winchell's Donut shop in southern Calif and his family is helping
him run the business. George is going to investigate (can anyone else help?)
Also, we heard Lt Tim Tanh (ground cmdr at KPT, and brother-in-law to Lon Nol)
may be in the Austin, TX area. Can someone check on this? If we are fortunate
to locate anyone of these or other Cambodians, they may know the whereabouts of
others. Send me the names of any Cambodians you remember and I'll add them to
our lists.
HOTEL/BILLITING COSTS:
We haven't entered into any agreements with any hotels as yet, but we
have done some looking around. Several hotels are located right on the gulf on
Okaloosa Island (near the Ft Walton Beach bridge.)

The Ramada Inn and the Holiday Inn would both be great locations-on the beach.
They both have recently been renovated, compliments of Hurricane Opal. Both are
classy places, with the Ramada being the best this area has to offer. Both have
swimming pools and Hospitality Suite accommodations. A ball park figure for
room rates would be $60- 75/night. These would be gulf-front or
poolside/courtyard rooms depending on where we stay. Many other hotels/motels
are in the area. Some with $35-50/night rates, but they won't be on the
waterfront, nor have the ambiance, facilities, etc.
After looking at the Hurlburt O'Club, we have decided that we don't want
it to be the focal location of the reunion. The local hotels are much nicer and
the use of a Hospitality Suite (which we can stock with food/drinks, etc.) will
be a key element in making the reunion a success. The hospitality suite will
become the focal point for informal socializing. They are scenically located,
usually poolside, and large enough to handle a group our size. If we get enough
people to stay at the hotel, there is no charge for the hospitality suite.
We'll send out more information and a survey in a later newsletter before
we make a final decision. This should give you of some idea of what to expect,
so start saving your pocket change. (We are cost sensitive. We don't want
anyone to stay home because of hotel/reunion costs.)
RUSTIC HISTORY:
As you now know, we are planning to write our unofficial "story" about
the Rustics, documenting our experiences in Vietnam and telling it like it was
from our perspective. Our goal is to have a "draft" history prepared for the
reunion.
Enclosed is a suggested format for our "Rustic History", prepared by Jim
Reese who has volunteered to oversee this project We hope to include
information from every Rustic in our unofficial history, so if you haven't yet
started writing your input, we encourage you to do so Jim has included some
instructions on how to expedite your inputs using his E-mail address or
Microsoft word if you have a computer at home. To date, we have received a
number of history inputs-all which make for some very interesting reading. Col
Wood sent in a five page story detailing a particular mission in support of
Kompong Thom where there was a problem with the bad guys being located in a
pogada - he relates how this problem was handled tactically, and his subsequent
meeting with General "Moose" Hardin in Saigon where he had been summoned to
explain his actions. You'll have to get a copy of our history to "get the rest
of the story"
Wally Friedhofen, Rustic R, probably holds the longevity record as a
Rustic. He served as a Rustic for 15 months-and to our eternal gratitude, he
kept a lot of written records He has already sent us numerous copies of photos
and about 10 pages of personal stories and remembrances with paragraphs titled:
How I became a Rustic.
Holding the Record
Designing the Rustic Patch
Remember Dick Wood
Sy Gaskill blows up lounge
Roger "Ramjet" Dodd
Mr. Nude male throttle jockey contest
Back-up systems are a must
Cooperation is the key to winning the war Relief from the relief tube
Scarriest mission
The monsoon water spout
"Magnet Ass" Seibold-how he got that name Tragedy in the AO
'Thought you might enjoy hearing one of Wally, stories:
HOW I BECAME A RUSTIC (by Wally Friedhofen):
"I arrived in theater in Apr 70 as an airman assigned to USAF Advisory
Team #95 - Three Corps Direct Air Support Center ( III DASC.) I was a radio

operator responsible for receiving and recording aircraft sortie after-action
reports from forward operating locations for all aircraft in III Corps and
Cambodia. SSgt Gil Bellevielle was my immediate supervisor.
"In early Jul 70 (Rustic went into operation on Jun 24 according to my
records) Gil talked me into submitting my name as an interpreter. I continued
to work at the DASC but was placed on standby for emergencies, but I flew no
missions.
"On the morning of 10 Aug 70 after working a midnight shift, I was asleep
in my bunk at the III DASC compound, an old French villa on the outskirts of
Bien Hoa, when I was awakened by a Major (Clifford) and a Captain (Brower?) who
asked me if I was AIC Friedhofen. I replied that I was and was told to pack
immediately. . I was going to Rustic "It's a good thing I didn't have to pee
and that I was still sitting on the edge of the bed It spared me a lot of
possible embarrassment But we were off to Rustic Ops within 20 minutes.
Following some preliminaries there I was immediately taken to the Rustic hootch
by MSgt Ron Dandeneau That evening, my head still spinning and thinking about
making out a will, Rustic 04, Capt. Dave Van Dyke, sat me down with some kind
of manual about the OV-I0.
"I had absolutely no idea what he was talking about, not only because I
was scared and lost, but because Dave mumbled so bad I couldn't understand a
word he was saying. Nevertheless, the following morning, 11 Aug 70, I took off
in Dave's back seat of acft tail #662 for a 5.4 hour mission during which I
had no idea what I was doing. I was hooked-scared but hooked."
We hope more of you will send us your inputs in the near future. This
could be quite time consuming for Jim Reese, so early inputs would be greatly
appreciated. Also, be assured, we'll try to use good judgment about what goes
in our history. Again, 'thanks" to Jim) Reese for taking the lead in this
project!
George Larson, Rustic U, was interviewed on tape by Clint Murphy just
before George DEROS'd. George has a 25 page transcript of the interview which
he is sending it to us.
FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE:
PLEASE NOTE: SEND ALL RUSTIC REUNION CORRESPONDENCE, INCLUDING
HISTORY INPUTS, TO CLAUDE NEWLAND. (THIS IS A CHANGE. I'LL FORWARD
ALL HISTORY INPUTS TO JIM REESE. THIS WILL KEEP EVERONE IN THE LOOP AND
SIMPLIFY YOUR MAILINGS TO ONE ADDRESS.-BUT, YOU ARE STILL ENCOURAGED
TO COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY WITH JIM REESE IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, OR CAN
BE OF HELP TO HIM.)
Financial REPORT:
Thanks to all of you who have been able to send a check to help
underwrite this effort. So far, we have received $120.00. Our expenses have
come to about $55.00. If you would like to help with the administrative costs
of the reunion and help promote the Rustic History project, your financial help
is greatly appreciated. All money will go directly towards costs' of
communications (i.e. these newsletters, etc.) and the publishing/printing costs
of our unofficial history; Suggested contribution is $20.00 per person.
A WORD TO THE WIVES:
If the planning weekend was any indication, we think the wives will have
just as much fun at our reunion as the guys. We have tried to create a schedule

that will make the weekend an enjoyable event for all-and we'll make a special
effort to get everyone acquainted, so come expecting to make some new
friends, as well as renew your friendships with the old ones.
FINAL DEBRIEF:
It's been great hearing from everyone. Keep those cards and letters
coming! I've mailed out questionnaires to some of you who I haven't heard from
yet, so I hope this Rustic update will spur you to get them in the mail.
Perhaps some of you will want to try to drop me a line on E-mail-Isn't this a
great new toy?
If you have any questions, suggestions, or just want to keep in touch,
let me hear from you. As they say, "many hands make light work." Thanks again
for all of your encouragement and positive feedback.
Jim Lester, Sy Gaskill, and Jim Reese send you their regards!
Cheers,

Claude Newland, Rustic 19
4033 Indian Trail Dr.
Destin, FL 32541
(904) 654-2955

RUSTIC REUNION SCHEDULE
18-21 SEP 97
FT WALTON BEACH, FL
DATE

TIME

ACTIVITY

LOCATION

18 SEP 97- THURSDAY
1700-1930

HOTEL REGISTRATION
REUNION SIGN-IN
--SIGN-UP FOR OPTIONAL
REUNION ACTIVITIES
HOSPITALITY SUITE OPEN
1830-1930
GET ACQUAINTED MEETING
--INTRODUCE WIVES
1930-1000
GROUP DINNER! OR AT YOUR
LEISURE.
19 SEP 97-FRIDAY
0700-0800
0800-0900
0915-0930
0930-1230

1230-1330
1330-1345
1345-1700

1700-1800

HOTEL FRONT DESK
RUSTIC HOSPITALITY SUITE
(pool-side)
HOSPITALITY SUITE
RESTAURANT TBA

EARLY BIRDS WALK-ON-THE-BEACH
BREAKFAST
GATHER AT HOSPITALIITY SUITE
TOUR OF HURLBURT FLD
(Air force bus picks us up at hotel)

MEET AT HOSPITALITY SUITE
(optional)
HOTEL POOLSIDE CAFE
POOL-SIDE
HURLBURT FLD

--SHORT BUS TOUR OF BASE (it's grown!)
-- VISIT AIR GROUND OPERATIONS SCHOOL
--BRIEFING (F AC School)
--MISSION BRIEFING ON 16m SPECIAL
OPERATIONS WING
--BRIEFING UPDATE ON SE ASIA /CAMBODIA
--VISIT AIR PARK/AIRCRAFT STATIC DISPLAY
--GROUP PHOTO
LUNCH
HURLBURT FLD O'CLUB
BUS RETURNS TO HOTEL
LEISURE TIME
HOSPITALITY SUITE
--HOSPITALITY SUITE OPEN
--BRING MEMORALBILIA TO
HOSPITALITY SUITE FOR DISPLAY
--PICK UP Copy OF RUSTIC HISTORY
--WAR STORIES?
--PROVIDE ADDITIONAL HISTORY INPUTS?
--SHOPPING/SIGHT -SEEING (factor)' outlets)
WIVE"S HAPPY HOUR
HOTEL- TBA
--GROUP PHOTO

19 SEP 97-FRIDAY (cont)
1700-1800
RUSTIC HAPPY HOUR (GUYS ONLY)
HOSPITALITY SUITE
Sorry ladies. We hope you don't mind--this will be the only
time we do this)
--GROUP PHOTO
--SHORT BUSINESS MEETING
1800-2100
DINNER
HARPOON HANNA'S
(next door to hotel. on
the beach)
or

SUNSET CRUISE
2100-till

HOSPITALITY SUITE OPEN
--MOONLIGHT W ALK-ON- THE-BEACH
--CONFIRM PLANS FOR SAT. ACTIVITIES

DESTIN HARBOR!
CHOCTAWHATCHEE BAY
POOLSIDE

20 SEP 97-SATURDAY
0800-till
0900-0915

BREAKFAST AT LEISURE
GROUP-UP FOR DAY'S ACTIVITIES
(If not done so already)

0800-1400

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
--GOLF
--FISHING
--SIGHT-SEEING
--SHOPPING (Factory Outlets)
--COOKOUT/BBQ ON BAY (pontoon boats/waverunners)
-- VISIT EGLIN AFB ARMAMENT MUSEUM &
AIRCRAFT STATIC DISPLAYS
HOSPITALITY SUITE OPEN
POOLSIDE
REUNION DINNER SET-UP
HOTEL DINING ROOM
HAPPY HOUR HOTEL
DINING ROOM
--FAMILY/COUPLES PHOTOS
--INDIVIDUAL RUSTIC PHOTOS
RUSTIC REUNION DINNER
HOTEL DINING ROOM
(coat & tie)
--WELCOMEJINTRODUCTIONS
--DINNER
--RECOGNITION/ A WARDS
--HISTORY OF RUSTICS
(Hope to have all Rustic Cmdrs.)
--1970-73 REMEMBER WHEN?
--SLIDFJVIDEO SHOW (if we have enough inputs)
--TOAST TO COMRADES
--RUSTIC GROUP PHOTO
--ETC.

1400-1800
1400-1600
1800-1900
1900- 2130

HOTEL POOL SIDE CAFE
HOSPITALITY SUITE

20SEP 97 - SATURDAY (cont)
2130-till
HOSPIT ALITY SUITE OPEN
POOLSIDE
--MOONLIGHT WALK-ON-THE-BEACH (optional)
21 SEP 97-SUNDAY
0830-0930
EARLY BIRD WALK-ON-THE-BEACH
0900-1100
BREAKFAST BUFFET HOTEL
POOLSIDE CAFE
1000-1300
HOSPITALITY SUITE OPEN
HOTEL CHECK-OUT
FAREWELLS
***COMMENTS ON SCHEDULE***
We welcome your comments/feedback on the above schedule Nothing is in
concrete, except the dates. Several Rustics mentioned In their initial
responses to us that they would like to see a lot of free time for informal
socializing7 so the schedule was built with that in mind. Optional activities
for Saturday morning will be made available to you when you sign-in at the
Hospitality Suite.
Our intent "as to leave Friday evening free for some free-lance visiting
of your old haunts (although many of them may be hard to recognize or have

disappeared altogether—I’ll have an intell brief to bring the pilots up-todate.) For those who are new to the area, we’ll start making some new "Rustic' memories of the area by checking out those places which catch our eye.
An optional sunset cruise of the Destin Harbor will be available or, if a group
wants to get together, there are a lot of great restaurants (especially
seafood) in the area. Right next door to the Ramada Inn is a nice beachfront
restaurant called Harpoon Hanna's. Also, many ,great restaurants are located
only five minutes away to the East in Destin. If enough interest is expressed
in getting a group together for dinner, we'll have time to coordinate the
datails after everyone arrives.
By the way, Destin has really grown-up. Everyone should try to get over
to the Destin harbor sometime during your visit
And yes, Jim Nuber, the American Legion Hall is still thriving in Destin,
but its no longer on a dirt road at the edge of town it' s located on a
2 lane road in the middle of town. (Jim has an "interesting" story about his
run-in with some of the local good 'boys late one night down at the parking lot
of the American Legion Hall where they let their shotgun do most of their
talking. Jim, I think most of those guys have long since left the area Destin
has come a long way since then.
The main event will be the Rustic Reunion dinner on Sat evening. It's
probably safe to say that most of us Rustics have never seen each other with a
tie on (green "dirt bags" were unquestionable the uniform-of-the-day in "Nam"')
but in deference to this special occasion it was unanimous by the planning
committee that we should try to raise our usual standards just this oncebesides, the weather in late September is as pretty as it gets down here and a
sport coat will actually feel pretty good in the evening. If you have any
thoughts on what would make this evening more meaningful, or any suggestions,
let us hear from you.
Hurlburt Field is no longer a well-kept secret. Dynamic growth and the
expansion of the Air Force Special Ops mission has doubled the population of
the base in the last three years alone. The tour of the base, mission briefing,
and visit to the Air Ground Operations School will give you a greater
appreciation of our special ops capabilities and how today's battles are being
fought and won through sophisticated, high tech battlefield management. Also,
you' will be interested is seeing how our 'ol FAC school s surviving in this
modern era, and will learn what the future holds for the school.
The only thing "firm" about this schedule are the dates. We feel we owe
it to every one to set the dates so everyone can start making plans. Etc.
We're not sure if this will be the first of several Rustic reunions-only time
will tell-but we're doing all we can to make you want to come to our first oneit will defmitely be our best to date!
So, mark the dates on your calendar and plan to make this reunion a
"must." Those that can come will be glad they did, and those that can't will
be sorely missed!!

